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We have added on our database the newest Coin Master Hack where players gets their Free Coins and 

Spins. Play Moon Active’s new mobile title Coin Master which can be download on your mobile devices. 
This is a free to play game that offers in-app purchases to obtain some coins and premium items.  

Coin Master can be played by young and adult and starting it by building a village from scratch. Do you 

have what it takes to become a Coin Master? Welcome to Coin Master, where you control the coin.  

Visit their official Facebook Fan Page and begin playing Coins Master on your android and iOS devices.  

You can also play the game on your PC using Bluestacks and NOX.  

  

HOW TO GET FREE COINS AND SPINS IN COIN MASTER 

GAME  
In order for one to obtain free coins and spins on their Coin Master Game they need to do some series 

of mini-games. You can also get free extra gifts by sharing them to your friends on facebook and get free 

spins. You can also purchase spins and coins by their in-app purchase feature which can be the easiest 

way. But what if you don’t really have some extra money to purchase for coins and spins? This is why we 

have build the free way to get coins and spins on Coin Master Game. Our developer were giving you 
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Coin Master Hack Access for free. It was tested safe and working and it is the easiest way to obtain free 
Coins and Spins.  

  

FEATURES OF COIN MASTER HACK FOR FREE COINS AND 

SPINS  
1. Unlimited Coins via Coin Master Hack  

2. Unlimited Spins via Coin Master Hack  

3. Server based(Hack is online based)  

4. No download(No risk of downloading virus)  

5. Accessible on Android/IOS/PC/MAC  

6. Anti-Ban Script  

7. Automatic Updates  

  

  

HOW TO USE COIN MASTER HACK TO GET FREE COINS AND 

SPINS  
1. Click The “ACCESS ONLINE GENERATOR” to get Free Coins and Spins using Coin Master 

Hack.  

2. Enter username/email of your account.  

3. Choose your desired amount of Coin Master Free Coins.  

4. Choose your desired amount of Coin Master Free Spins.  

5. Proceed to last step.  

  

TIPS AND TRICKS IN PLAYING COIN MASTER 

GAME(Author:PLAYVISOR)  
Deep in another world, you have been tasked with the job of building up a village from scratch. With 

nothing but the walls and a nice chunk of land, you must create farms, raise animals, and construct 

buildings sustainable of life. But, how are you to make any money? Well, with the simple press of a 

magical button, the slot machine in the sky will allow you to either earn a fair wage, steal in the cover of 

darkness, or plunder from other players. With many chances bestowed upon you from the sky, use the 
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slot machine to gain gold, and with that gold, build your city into a sprawling skyline. Welcome to Coin 
Master, where you control the coin!  

Coin Master is what I would consider to be a simple idle farming game. With almost no hardcore 

mechanics or difficult concepts, everything is very straightforward. Collect gold in various forms to build 

up your city. As you build up, make sure to protect yourself as well, as well as making sure you make 

yourself less vulnerable against attacks. There are plenty of ways to do this, so I will be going over each 
and every way you can earn gold, as well as how to defend yourself.  

COIN MASTER STRATEGY – THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE FOR BEGINNERS  

To start, there are multiple ways to gain income. For starters, let’s go over the slot machine. The slot 

machine in the sky is a simple machine. There are approximately six different combos that can be 
created in the machine: Coin, Thief, Shield, Energy, Plunder, and Large Gold. Coin  

refers to the gold coin that you can spin and land on. When landed on, this icon will give you a decent 

amount of gold that stacks when combo’d. If you do combo the coin, or gain three in a row of this icon, 

you will gain a multiplied amount, sometimes between 20,000-50,000 gold. If not, the payout is around 

2,000-10,000 for one or two coins in a row. This is seen as the most basic of the combos, and you will 
generally get this more often than not. Large Gold  

is represented by a large pouch of gold coins. This icon has the same concept as the coin, but in a much 

larger amount. If spun, you will receive a grand payout, and if you combo it, you will receive sometimes 

amounts numbering into the hundreds of thousands. Landing these means you will almost always be 

guaranteed an upgrade in your city. Thus, landing on these is considered quite lucky. Energy  

refers to the number of spins you can get each day. At the start of each 25-minute period, you will gain 5 

spins on the machine. These spins recharge automatically, but take so long, meaning that you will be 

bored for the next few minutes until you can spin again with the free energy. The Energy combo will give 

you a set amount of spins back for free, that you can use once again to keep spinning the machine. 
Although it won’t give you gold, it will give you chances to gain another large gold bag. Plunder  

is the ability to raid other people’s towns for gold. Represented by a lighting hammer much like Thor’s, it 

allows you to raid another player’s home once, and attempt to break their town in hopes of gaining 

gold. Now, although you generally get around 100,000-150,000 from it, sometimes the shield will be 

there to protect them, which in that case you will get a reduced value. But, it is still an amazing spin, and 

gets you quite a bit. Shield  

is the defensive mechanism of the game. A shield allows you to shelter your town from attack, and 

makes sure you don’t get gold stolen away as well. You can have 3 shields at one time, so that means 

you can protect yourself three times before the enemy can start destroying your buildings. If you 

already have three shields at once, you will not be able to spin another combo, so don’t think about it. 

Thief  

is represented by a big in a thief mask. This is similar to the plunder ability, but allows you to bypass the 

shields, instead going straight for the loot. But, instead of a set amount, you have the ability to choose 

from around four different zones to try to steal. Some of the areas have gold, while others have 

absolutely nothing, so the thief combo is a double-edged sword. Make sure to guess randomly!  



USEFUL GAME TIPS & TRICKS  

Lastly, a good tip to ensure you won’t get hit as much is to always use your gold as fast as possible. As 

soon as you earn gold, spend it on upgrades, so that your coffers are quite empty. Although you will still 

get raided since they get gold from killing your buildings, there won’t be as much for them to take, as 
they also take a percentage of the gold in your bank at that time.  

As you completely upgrade your cities, you will be able to move on to the next town. This is known as 

the level up, and you can continue to repeat this process over and over. Each progressive upgrade will 

increase your values that you gain from the spins of the slot machine, so make sure to keep powering 

yourself up.  

These are just a few tips and tricks to Coin Master. Make sure you continue to try to compete against 

others, and make your way to the final Coin Master status by hoarding your gold and continuing to 

upgrade cities. Good luck, and happy spinning!  

  


